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Lightweight professional
power

Lightweight frame
Compact design
High quality electricity
Heavy duty performance

Weighing just 30 kg, the compact EF2800i features a special
design that combines a cooling fan for both engine and
generating unit in one space-saving unit.
This unique design keeps the EF2800i light, so it's perfect for any
occasion when you need heavy-duty power that's easy to move
from place to place. Switch to Economy Control and you can
enjoy operation times of up to 17 hours at ¼ rated load.
It's also an incredibly resilient machine, with an oil warning
system that automatically shuts down when oil is low to ensure
durability, and a cast-iron cylinder lining to ensure consistent
performance whatever demands are made of it.

17 hour run time at ¼ rated load
Economy Control
4-stroke, air-cooled OHV 171 cc engine
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Engine
Displacement

171cc

Maximum power output

4.0 kW / 4,000 rpm

Starting system

Recoil

Generator
Generator type

Inverter

Frequency

50 hz

Rated AC output

2,500 VA

Max AC output

2,800 VA

Voltage AC

230 V

Rated current

10.9 A

DC output

-

Power factor

1

Phases

Single

Starter

Direct

Operating hours without refill

7.7 - 17* (*Economy Control on)

Dimensions
Overall length

487 mm

Overall width

395 mm

Overall height

425 mm

Weight (kg)

30 kg

Oil tank capacity

0.6 L

Fuel tank capacity

11.2 L

Noise level (LWA)

95.0 dB (A)

Noise level 7 m

60.0* - 67.0 dB (A) (*Economy Control on)

Not all models shown are available in every country. The specification and appearance of Yamaha products can vary from time to time without
prior notice. Those shown here are only for illustrative purposes and are not contractual description of products. Generator warranty is subject to
specific conditions. For further details, please contact your Yamaha dealer.
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Colours

Blue

Only the best will do
We like to think you get out what you put in, which is why we recommend genuine Yamaha Parts and
Accessories. The same innovation and stringent quality controls behind our world-leading generators go
into all our parts and accessories - from exclusive YAMALUBE engine oil to cooler bags and clothing.
On selected generator models optional accessory kits to assist manoeuvrability and parallel operation
cables for simultaneous multiple generator use are available. Yamaha also has a wide range of
functional yet stylish apparelanduseful bags. See your approved Yamaha dealer for more details.
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Yamaha EF2800i with your mobile
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